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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: Decades of research have examined the impact of exposure to nonexplicit portrayals of sexual content in media. There is only one meta-analysis on this topic, which suggests that exposure to “sexy media” has little to no effect on sexual behavior. There are a number of limitations to the existing meta-analysis, and the purpose of this updated meta-analysis was to examine associations between exposure to sexual media and users’ attitudes and sexual behavior.

Methods: A thorough literature search was conducted to find relevant articles. Each study was coded for associations between exposure to sexual media and one of six outcomes including sexual attitudes (permissive attitudes, peer norms, and rape myths) and sexual behaviors (general sexual behavior, age of sexual initiation, and risky sexual behavior).

Results: Results from 59 studies, involving 394 effect sizes, revealed that exposure to sexual media had a small but significant effect on both sexual attitudes and behaviors; the effect size was comparable to other media effects meta-analyses. Effects were stronger for adolescents than emerging adults. In addition, effects were stronger for boys than girls and for white participants compared with black participants.

Conclusion: This study suggests that exposure to nonexplicit sexual media is associated with both sexual attitudes and behavior, particularly during adolescence. Implications for parents, media producers, and researchers are discussed.

Sexual content is a staple in mainstream American media. We define sexual content as verbal or visual references to sexual relationships, courtship, or sexual acts; mainstream American media are defined as mass media targeting all age groups (i.e., not sexually explicit media/pornography). Analyses estimate that sexual content appears in 81% of major motion pictures\textsuperscript{[1]} and 82% of television programs\textsuperscript{[2]}. Although sexual content is prevalent, it is not uniform and instead features some themes more than others. Content analyses indicate a heavy emphasis on sex as casual, relatively risk-free, and as following strict gender scripts\textsuperscript{[3]}. Based on these characteristics, researchers have questioned how frequent exposure to this content might be
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shaping the sexual attitudes, expectations, and behaviors of adolescents and emerging adults. Existing analyses have produced somewhat inconsistent results and also document contributions of several moderating factors (e.g., participant gender and race). The current meta-analysis represents one of the first attempts to provide a statistical review of the strength of findings in this field [4].

Multiple theories and mechanisms support a potential role of media use. Cultivation theory [5] focuses on exposure levels as the mechanism, arguing that repeated exposure to commonly portrayed media messages will foster analogous the mechanism, arguing that repeated exposure to commonly portrayed media messages will foster analogous the mechanism, arguing that repeated exposure to commonly portrayed media messages will foster analogous media users. Social cognitive theory [6] centers observational learning and related cognitions as the mechanisms, arguing that sexual behaviors can be shaped by observing, identifying with, and following the rewarded actions of media models. Finally, with a focus on learning of the culture’s sexual scripts, Wright's acquisition, activation, application model of media sexual socialization (3AM) [7] argues that sexual media content exposes consumers to novel sexual scripts (acquisition), primes existing sexual scripts (activation), and is used to guide one’s own sexual activities or judgments of other’s activities (application). Together, these theories suggest that sexual media could shape sexual beliefs, behaviors, and adherence to cultural scripts, and we therefore investigate all three outcomes here.

**Empirical evidence of contributions of media exposure**

Three questions about potential effects have frequently been raised regarding exposure to the sexual content of mainstream media. One question concerns the impact of these high prevalence levels: Does frequent exposure to sexual media influence users’ expectations of other’s sexual behavior or affect their own sexual decisions? Several studies have found that greater sexual media exposure is linked to higher estimates of other people’s sexual experiences [8] and is also related to earlier sexual initiation or more extensive levels of sexual experience. [9–11]. Conversely, other studies have found that sexual media exposure does not influence viewers’ sexual expectations or behavior [12–14].

A second question centers on prominent depictions of sex as casual and risk-free. Is heavy exposure to sexual media content, which frequently conveys this theme, related to holding more permissive sexual attitudes? Sexual permissiveness is defined as the acceptability of premarital sex, casual sex, or uncommitted sexual exploration [15]. This question has also been applied to sexual behavior, with investigators testing whether exposure to risk-free sexual content encourages greater levels of sexual risk-taking. Several studies suggest that exposure to sexual media is associated with higher levels of unprotected sex, unplanned pregnancies, sexually transmitted infections, and one-night stands [16,17].

A third question concerns potential effects of the media’s stereotypical portrayals of sexual roles for women and men. In mainstream media, male sexuality is often portrayed as active, powerful, and persistent, and female sexuality as passive, appearance-based, and partner-pleasing. This pattern corresponds to the culture’s dominant courtship script labeled the heterosexual script [18]. Because this script posits an adversarial relationship between the sexes, one in which women are sexually objectified (and therefore dehumanized), and male pleasure is prioritized, the concern is that these dynamics could help legitimize sexual violence against women [19]. Evidence indeed indicates that heavier media use is associated with a greater acceptance of myths about rape [20,21].

**Questions remaining and inconsistent results**

Despite the significant findings reported previously, results are not consistent. Moreover, contributions of media use to sexual outcomes are sometimes affected by moderators, including media genre, and characteristics of the viewer such as gender and race. For example, some report that higher levels of media use are associated with more permissive sexual attitudes for only female [22] or only male [23] participants. Other studies report strong media effects for white participants, but few effects among black participants [24,25].

There is one meta-analysis, to our knowledge, addressing the topic of sexual media and outcomes. Ferguson et al. [4] examined this topic in 22 correlational and longitudinal studies and found that general media use did not correlate with sexual behaviors. In addition, they found that sexual media use was only weakly correlated with sexual behaviors (r = .08), after controlling for various factors, including family and peer influences. This meta-analysis would suggest that exposure to nonexplicit sexual media has little or no impact on sexual outcomes.

An examination of this meta-analysis leaves the reader with significant questions. There are few moderators examined, apart from whether the study controlled for family or peer environment. However, the research literature suggests several important moderators, such as age, ethnicity, media type, and study design that were excluded from analysis. Notably, the analysis excluded all experimental studies. There was no explanation for this choice, but this decision omits several studies that use a methodology that allows the researcher to control several extraneous factors. In addition, the analysis only included studies that reported controlled effects sizes (i.e., beta coefficients). This technique is controversial in the meta-analytic field (see commentary by several scholars [26,27]) and may exclude many relevant studies. Indeed, the search revealed only 22 relevant studies, of which only 14 studies included sexual media as an independent variable. This limited sample size is surprising, given the rich literature on sexual media effects. In addition, the meta-analysis did not include any studies that examined sexual attitudes, which, according to our literature review, is a substantial omission. Furthermore, the meta-analysis focused only on adolescents. Although some adolescents engage in sexual activity, many individuals wait until emerging adulthood before becoming sexually active [28]. The analysis therefore likely excludes much sexual activity occurring among young people. These issues and other concerns led us to conduct our own meta-analysis on outcomes of exposure to nonexplicit sexual media.

Accordingly, our goal was to use meta-analysis to provide a statistical review of the state of findings concerning effects of exposure to sexual media. For sexual outcomes, we focused on sexual attitudes (i.e., permissive sexual attitudes, expectations of peer norms, and rape myth acceptance) and sexual behavior (i.e., general level of sexual activity, risky sex, and age of sexual initiation). We also investigated several media formats, testing contributions of television, music videos, movies, video games, and music lyrics. Finally, we examined
Methods

Literature search procedures

From January through April 2015, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and Communications and Mass Media were used to search for relevant articles. The following terms were used: “sexual attitude,” “permissive attitude,” “peer norm,” “rape myth,” and “sexual behavior,” “sexual initiation,” “risky sex,” “sexual intercourse,” and “media,” “television,” “movie,” “music,” “music videos,” and “video games.” The reviews on sexual media by Ward [29] and Ward et al. [30] were used to locate additional articles. In addition, we contacted any author publishing a minimum of two studies on sex and media to request raw data or unpublished articles. Another search was conducted using these criteria in January 2018, yielding three possibly relevant studies, one of which met appropriate inclusionary and exclusionary criteria. The search was not limited by year of publication.

From these searches, 3,933 articles were found. Coders read the title and abstract (and often the full text of the article) to decide on relevancy. Disagreements were extremely rare and were decided by a moderator if needed. Of these articles, 200 were found as possibly applicable to the study (see Figure 1). One hundred and thirteen articles were excluded for not containing the necessary statistics (e.g., effect size). The reviews on sexual media by Ward [29] and Ward et al. [30] were used to locate additional articles. In addition, we contacted any author publishing a minimum of two studies on sex and media to request raw data or unpublished articles. Another search was conducted using these criteria in January 2018, yielding three possibly relevant studies, one of which met appropriate inclusionary and exclusionary criteria. The search was not limited by year of publication.

From these searches, 3,933 articles were found. Coders read the title and abstract (and often the full text of the article) to decide on relevancy. Disagreements were extremely rare and were decided by a moderator if needed. Of these articles, 200 were found as possibly applicable to the study (see Figure 1). One hundred and thirteen articles were excluded for not containing the necessary statistics (e.g., effect size). Where applicable, authors were contacted in efforts to procure the necessary statistics before the study was excluded. Together, these efforts left a total of 59 studies for analysis.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Articles were determined to be fit for use based on several inclusionary criteria. First, studies had to measure effects or associations of sexual media on either sexual attitudes or sexual behaviors. Many studies overtly measured sex in media (including many of the experimental and some of the correlational studies). However, many studies examined the impact of media on sexual outcomes, but it was not clear whether sexual content was actually consumed by viewers. For example, some studies measured overall media time (which could include any type of content) or specified genre (e.g., drama, comedy, sports, and music), which may or may not include sexual content depending on the program viewed. Accordingly, we included studies with a general media variable (reflecting media content that was not necessarily sexual in nature) only if the authors had conducted a preliminary content analysis showing that their specific medium was high in sexual content [15]. Although this a somewhat conservative approach, we feel that this choice adds to the validity of the study by ensuring that the media consumed were of a sexual nature. Second, media exposure had to include one of the following: television, film, video game, music, or music video. Studies were excluded if they focused on other types of media (e.g., books, magazines, and Web sites). Several studies included multiple media types and only provided a combined media measure. We only included these studies if most media types included were from the genres in the inclusion criteria. Studies that focused on explicit portrayals of sex (i.e., pornography) were excluded. Third, studies had to include empirical data. Fourth, studies were only included if they provided enough statistical information to be coded in the meta-analysis. Fifth, studies were excluded if they focused on the health risks or negative outcomes of risky sexual behavior (e.g., sexually transmitted infections). Finally, only studies that were written in or translated into English were included.

Reliability

Two of the authors examined both the abstracts and text to determine the relevance of each article. The coders identified relevant articles, and one primary author rechecked each article for relevancy. Reliability was first examined by having all coders code 15% of the entire sample. Cohen’s Kappa was then conducted on all study variables. Acceptable reliability was achieved for each variable, namely, gender, $\kappa = 1.00$; age, $\kappa = 1.00$; ethnicity, $\kappa = 1.00$; study design, $\kappa = .85$; region, $\kappa = .74$; medium viewed, $\kappa = 1.00$; attitude, $\kappa = 1.00$; and behavior, $\kappa = 1.00$. Finally, coders individually coded each relevant article for moderators and outcomes. Disagreements were rare, and coders were required to reach 100% consensus on all codes.

Coding of studies

Sexual attitudes and behaviors. Each study was coded for one of six outcomes. For studies that measured sexual attitudes, three outcomes were coded, including (1) permissive attitudes (i.e., one-night stands are totally acceptable), (2) attitudes toward peer

Figure 1. Flowchart for search procedures.
norms (see Note 1; i.e., *kids in my class are all having sex*), or (3) rape myth acceptance (i.e., *it’s okay for a woman to get raped if she is wearing suggestive clothing*). For studies that measured sexual behaviors, three outcomes were coded, including (1) sexual initiation (i.e., age at first intercourse), (2) risky sex (e.g., number of partners, one-night stands, and no contraception), or (3) general level of sexual experience (e.g., level of experience with kissing and precursory sexual behaviors).

**Sex and age of participant.** The sex of each study sample was recorded as male, female, or combined (if the study did not provide statistics separately for men and women). The average age of participant was determined from each relevant article and was placed in one of three categories: childhood (age 0–10 years), adolescence (age 11–17 years), or emerging adult (age 18–25 years).

**Region.** The region in which each study took place was coded in one of eight categories, based on continent: (1) North America, (2) Europe, (3) Asia, (4) Africa, (5) South America, (6) Australasia, (7) combined, and (8) not specified. If a study had participants from two or more regions, this study was coded as “combined.”

**Ethnicity.** The ethnicity of participants was determined based on the majority ethnicity of the study sample. If 75% of the sample was one ethnicity, coders would mark one of six categories: (1) white, (2) black, (3) Asian, (4) Hispanic, (5) other, (6) not reported, and (7) multiple groups (selected if there was no 75% ethnic majority).

**Media type.** Media type was placed in one of six categories: (1) TV program, (2) video games, (3) music video (4) music, (5) movies/videos, and (6) multiple media. If two or more media were used (e.g., if a study used music and music video as the media type), it was placed under “multiple media.”

**Study design.** Study design was coded as (1) experimental, (2) cross-sectional, or (3) longitudinal.

**Other publication features.** Year of study and publication status (published or unpublished) were also coded for each study.

**Computation of effect sizes**

We obtained Pearson’s *r* directly from each study. Each correlation coefficient underwent a Fisher *z*-transformation to normalize its distribution [31]. The average effect size for each outcome was obtained and transformed back into Pearson’s *r* for interpretation. The pooled estimate of *r* is denoted as *r* _p_. In the case where the correlation coefficients were not reported (*k* = 19), we contacted corresponding authors via e-mail to obtain *r*. If no response from authors was given or no relevant statistics were available (*k* = 16), we used available standardized regression coefficients (‘β’) through a deterministic imputation formula (*r* = *β* + .05λ, where λ is 1 if *β* is non-negative and 0 if *β* is negative) [32]. Although this imputation has limitations, it is superior to replacing the missing correlations with zero or with the mean of all the correlations. We ran analyses for transformed compared with untransformed studies to examine whether including the transformed studies noticeably changed the strength of the results. In addition, we used the formula described in Lipsey and Wilson [33] to compute effect sizes for those studies examining standardized mean differences (primarily experiments).

The vast majority of the studies in our meta-analysis reported more than one effect size. Other meta-analyses have either picked one representative effect size from each study [4] or have combined and then averaged effect sizes within studies to provide an overall effect size estimate. However, these methods either result in vast amounts of missing data or violate the assumption of independency of effect sizes, given that the individual effect sizes in any given study are likely related. Accordingly, we used a three-level random effects model, using the *metafor* package in R version 3.5.1 [https://cran.r-project.org] [34,35]. The three-level model weights effect sizes by sample size and allows for variance between studies, effect sizes from any individual study, and sampling variance. This technique also allows us to examine both within- and between-study heterogeneity while retaining as much data as possible, resulting in a model with high statistical power. If there was evidence of heterogeneity, we conducted a number of moderator analyses. For these analyses, each moderator with *k* categories was recoded to *k* – 1 dummy variables using binary coding.

**Results**

The current meta-analysis consisted of 59 studies in 56 articles. Collectively, there were 48,471 participants. Detailed information for each study can be found in the Supplementary Data. Overall, 394 independent effect size estimates were available. See Table 1 for results for major analyses in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Effect size (r&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>.14***</td>
<td>.11 to .17</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual attitudes</td>
<td>Permissive</td>
<td>.15***</td>
<td>.10 to .19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer sexual norms</td>
<td>.13***</td>
<td>.03 to .23</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape myths</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td>.04 to .40</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior</td>
<td>General sexual behavior</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.12 to .19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risky sexual behavior</td>
<td>.11***</td>
<td>.05 to .20</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of sexual initiation</td>
<td>.16***</td>
<td>.06 to .25</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Adolescent</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.15 to .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging adults</td>
<td>.06***</td>
<td>.03 to .10</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>.17***</td>
<td>.12 to .23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.01 to .16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>.15**</td>
<td>.04 to .25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of participant</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>.18***</td>
<td>.13 to .23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>.12**</td>
<td>.07 to .17</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only variables that were significant in the moderator analyses are included above.

Cl = 95% confidence interval; n = number of effect sizes. 
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.

---

Note 1:
This construct focused on participants’ beliefs or assumptions about the sexual attitudes and experiences of their peers, including how accepting their peers are of premarital sex, and how sexually experienced their peers are (e.g., estimating percentage of peers who have had sex).
Overall results

Overall, the meta-analysis revealed a significant effect of sexual media on sexual outcomes (see Table 1). Concerning sexual attitudes, exposure to sexual media was positively related to permissive sexual attitudes, peer sexual norms, and acceptance of rape myths. For sexual behaviors, exposure to sexual media was positively associated with general sexual experience, and risky sexual behaviors and was negatively related to age of sexual initiation. Notably, there was no difference in the strength of effect sizes when the subcategories of attitudes, \( F(2, 99) = .81, p = .45 \), or behaviors were compared, \( F(2, 289) = 1.86, p = .16 \).

Heterogeneity in effect sizes

This model allows us to examine heterogeneity both between and within studies. We found evidence of significant variation between studies (\( \sigma^2 = .012, \chi^2(1) = 1627.26, p < .0001 \)), as well as between effect sizes within studies (\( \sigma^2 = .007, \chi^2(1) = 73.89, p < .0001 \)). Sixty-three percent of the variation was within studies; 37% of the variation was between studies. Given this variation, we decided to conduct a number of moderator analyses.

Moderator analyses for combined variables

We first conducted a three-level random multiple moderator model for variables with complete data (age, study design, region, media type, transformed data, and published data). Moderators were conducted on the combined sexual outcome variable (see Note 2). Table 1 shows the major results of the moderator analysis. The analysis revealed evidence of moderation, \( F(13, 363) = 2.92, p < .001 \). The only significant moderator of sexual media effects was age of participant, \( t = 3.86, p < .001 \), with adolescents showing significantly larger effect sizes than emerging adults. Because only one study examined the effect of sexual media on sexual outcomes in childhood, analyses were not conducted on this category. A number of interactions between variables (including different subtypes of attitudes and categories) were examined, with no evidence of any interaction between moderation being found.

Gender and ethnicity were both examined separately, given that these were reported separately in a minority of studies (see Table 1). For gender, there was evidence of moderation, \( F(1, 140) = 14.58, p < .001 \), with males showing larger effect sizes than females. We also examined interactions with subtypes of attitudes and behaviors. There was no interaction between gender and any sexual behavioral subtype; however, there was a significant interaction with sexual attitudes toward peers, \( t = 2.10, p < .05 \). The interaction revealed that the effect of media on sexual attitudes toward peers was stronger for males, \( r_s = -.12, 95\% \) confidence interval (\([-0.22\) to \(-0.02]\), \( p = .02, n = 8 \), compared with females, \( r_s = -.01, 95\% \) confidence interval (\([-0.11\) to \(-0.08]\), \( p = .79, n = 8 \).

There was also significant evidence of moderation for ethnicity, \( F(2, 148) = 3.05, p = .05 \), with effect sizes being stronger for White participants, compared with Black participants. Hispanic participants did not significantly differ from either reference category. There was no evidence of any interaction between ethnicity and subtypes of sexual behavior or attitudes.

Publication bias

Several analyses were conducted to examine potential publication bias. These analyses were all conducted using the combined sexual outcome measure. An examination of the funnel plot resulted in a largely symmetric funnel plot, suggesting that the finding is robust (see Figure 2). The fail-safe \( N \) was 1,183, suggesting that 1,183 studies showing null results would need to be unpublished in “file drawers” to reduce the overall effect to once of nonsignificance. Egger’s regression test was significant, \( t = 3.89, p < .001 \), as was the rank correlation test, \( z = 2.42, p = .01 \). Finally, Duval and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure resulted in zero additional studies on the left side of the mean. Overall, these analyses suggest that the findings are robust, and publication bias in the field, although present, is fairly low.

Discussion

Overall, this meta-analysis demonstrates consistent and robust relations between media exposure and sexual attitudes and behavior spanning multiple outcome measures and multiple media. Media portray sexual behavior as highly prevalent, recreational, and relatively risk-free [3], and our analyses suggest that a viewer’s own sexual decision-making may be shaped, in part, by viewing these types of portrayals. Our findings are in direct contrast with the previous meta-analysis, which suggested that media’s impact on sexual behavior was trivial or nonexistent [4]. The previous meta-analysis used 38 effect sizes and found that “sexy” media were weakly and trivially related with sexual behavior (\( r = .08 \)), whereas the current meta-analysis used more than 10 times the amount of effect sizes (\( n = 394 \)) and found an effect nearly double the size (\( r = .14 \)).

First, we found positive associations between exposure to sexual media and teens’ and young adults’ permissive sexual attitudes and perceptions of their peers’ sexual experiences. Second, exposure to sexual media content was associated with greater acceptance of common rape myths. Finally, sexual media exposure was found to predict sexual behaviors including age of sexual initiation, overall sexual experience, and risky sexual behaviors.
behavior. These results converged across multiple methodologies and provide support for the assertion that media contribute to the sexual experiences of young viewers.

Although the meta-analysis demonstrated significant effects of sexual media exposure on sexual attitudes and behaviors across all variables of interest, these effects were moderated by a few variables. Most notably, significant effects for all ages were apparent; however, the effect was more than twice as large for adolescents as for emerging adults, perhaps reflecting the fact that older participants likely have more comparative, real-world experience to draw on than younger participants [36,37]. In addition, the effect was stronger for males compared with females, perhaps because sexual experimentation fits the male sexual script [18] and because male characters are punished less often than female characters for sexual initiation [38]. Finally, the effect was stronger for white participants compared with black participants. This finding aligns with expectations of social cognitive theory [6], which anticipates that black youth may identify less strongly with the predominantly white characters of mainstream media.

Implications

These findings have significant implications for adolescent and emerging adult physical and mental health. Perceiving high levels of peer sexual activity and sexual permissiveness may increase feelings of internal pressure to experiment sexually [39]. In one study, exposure to sexual media content in early adolescence was seen to advance sexual initiation by 9–17 months [40]; in turn, early experimentation may increase mental and physical health risks [37].

The effect sizes found here are similar to those of other studied areas of media psychology such as media’s impact on violence [41], prosocial behavior [42], and body image [43]. In each of these cases, although media use accounts for only a portion of the total variance in the outcomes of interest, media do play an important role. These comparisons suggest that sexual media content is a small, but consequential factor in the development of sexual attitudes and behaviors in adolescents and emerging adults.

Limitations and future directions

There are some limits to the strength of our findings. Our use of a deterministic imputation formula to assign standardized regression coefficients in cases where we were unable to determine \( r \), although limited, is superior to replacing the missing data with either zero or the means of all the correlations [32]. However, transformed and untransformed studies showed no significant difference, suggesting this limitation is minor.

Moving forward, evidence presented here highlights the need for an ecological approach to sexual media effects that explores the unique contributions of different socialization agents (e.g., family, peers, schools, media, and religion) in predicting sexual behaviors [39]. One important aspect of this work will be a consideration of the changing digital and social media environment and its impact on viewer engagement, interpretation, and internalization of media content. In addition, we hope that research continues to examine the effects of exposure to media that contain sexual health messages, which may have a protective impact in terms of sexual risk-taking.

Adolescents and emerging adults actively seek out media to establish norms about relationships and to learn about sexuality. In the meta-analysis presented here, heightened exposure to sexual content in mainstream media has a small, but significant effect on sexual attitudes and behavior. Given the prevalence of risk-free, casual sex presented in the media and the propensity of adolescents and emerging adults to seek out these media, further determining the effects of these portrayals on viewers will be an essential area of focus for researchers, media producers, parents, and young viewers moving forward.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jadohealth.2018.11.016.
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